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Research Presentations – Connections Between Disciplines 

 The connexions of scholarship (keynote address) - Elery Hamilton-Smith  
 Tourism and leisure concepts and theory: the new, the novel, the 

unfamiliar and the sociology of leisure - Michael Labone  
 Role of personality in understanding vacation choice - Robyn McGuiggan, 

Phil Emerson , Stan Glaser  
 Conceptualising tourism and leisure - Kevin Moore  
 Tourism Research: crossing the Tasman, bridging the disciplines - 

Douglas G. Pearce  

Leisure Patterns 

 A study of factors underlying participation across the lifecycle in sporting 
activities - Alistair J. Boag and Graham Cuskelly  

 Women, sport and the media: an historical perspective on sports coverage 
in the Sydney Morning Herald, 1890-1990 - Peter Brown  

 The male leisure repertoire, before and after the transition to mid-life - 
John Dodd  

 Constraints on physical recreation: are they homogenous? - Susan 
Hammerich  

 Unemployment and leisure: compatible or not? - Francis Lobo  
 ‘Moving through the years’: what motivates older New Zealanders to Take 

part in physical activity programs and to continue their involvement? - 
Diana O’Neill  

 The measure of intrapersonal, interpersonal, and structural constraints on 
leisure: applications to older adults and people with disabilities - Lesley 
Raymore  

 Understanding Gender differences in the usage of Victoria’s surf beaches - 
John Tower  

Outdoor Recreation Patterns 

 Mountain biking, time deepening and substitutability - Chrys Horn, Patrick 
Devlin, David Simmons  

 Motivations, ecological awareness and general profile characteristics of jet 
skiers in the Canterbury region - Bronek Kazmierow  

Women and Leisure 

 Towards a theory of leisure and pleasure: new perspectives on women’s 
lived eperience in midlife - Myra Betschild  

 Older women speak out - community theatre as action research - 
Josephine Burden  



 The Perceived ownership of recreational space: implications for 
participation of adolescent women - Kandy James  

 The essential female adventurer - Jackie Kiewa  
 Constraints and opportunities: women’s involvement in adventure 

recreation - Donna E. Little and Norma McIntyre  
 Memories give meanings to women’s leisure - Coralie McCormack  
 Construction and expendability of married women’s leisure - Shona 

Thompson  
 Young women’s leisure: conformity or resistance to ideological structures? 

- Valerie Warren  

Leisure and Tourism Research/methods 

 An Australian Leisure Research Agenda - Rob Lynch, Peter Brown and 
Mary Lynne Koloff  

 Sustainable community: tourism in the Shire of Omeo - Jim Macbeth  

Cultural perspectives of tourism, leisure, sport and the arts 

 The adaptive qualities of leisure: a cross- cultural survey - Garry Chick  
 Expressions of Pakeha culture - Penny Eames  
 Researching the connection between sport and ethnicity in Australia - Rob 

Lynch, Tracy Taylor, Kristine Toohey, Jock Collins  
 Clothes maketh the man! But what ‘man’? - Ray Hibbens  
 The uses of soccer by Serbian Australians in the expression of cultural 

identity - Nicholas Procter & Rob Lynch  
 Swimming, surfing, and the horse that came out of the tide: some Maori 

leisure activities in historical perspective - Ailsa Smith  
 Ritual reality? Indigenous participation and its role in cultural sustainability 

and authenticity in a tourism product - Bernadine Walsh  

Historical perspectives on leisure, tourism and sport 

 Drinking, gambling and rational recreation in Colonial Australia - Carmel 
Foley  

 ‘Nothing is better for dinner than a pint of good champagne’: the 
‘gentleman’ amateur and sports training in the second half of the 
nineteenth century - Peter G. Mewett  

 Recreation, racing and rambling: women’s cycling in the late-nineteenth 
century New Zealand - Clare Simpson  

Leisure, work and families 

 Family life and privacy at a crowded campsite: a report of field-work in 
Australia - Toshio Sakamoto  

 The effects of work family conflict - John Yardley  

Curriculum 



 Conceptual frameworks for the teaching of leisure studies: New Zealand 
and Australian perspectives - Grant Cushman and A. J. Veal  

 Assessing the demise of school physical education with deregulation - 
Jenny Ross, Jill Hargreaves and Vicky Cowley  

Leisure practice 

 Beyond efficiency: reconceptualising the theoretical domains in customer 
service quality for leisure providers - James Absher, Gary Howat, Gary 
Crilley and Ian Milne  

 Exploring the leisure management paradox - Sue Colyer  
 Beyond Efficiency: customer service quality in leisure centre management 

- Gary Howat, James Absher, Gary Crilley and Ian Milne  
 The assessment and refinement of the SERVQUAL Scale in fitness 

centres - Charles Schmidt  
 An Investigation into New Zealand local government recreation policies 

and goals: prior to and after local government reform - Martin Wrigley and 
Louisa Philp  

 How should we deliver recreation and leisure services? Three typologies 
based on practitioner opinions - John Yardley and George Nogradi  

Ageing and leisure 

 ‘The adventurers’: adventure-based recreation for older adults - Pam 
Riordan and K. James  

Outdoor recreation, parks and open space 

 Factors affecting the implementation of local government open space and 
recreation plan: the Redlands, a case study - Pam Armstrong  

 Customer satisfaction monitoring: a low- cost option - Neville Byrne  
 Understanding the market for outdoor recreation - Paul F.J. Eagles  
 Thrills, chills or spills? Leadership and safety in the outdoors - Cathye 

Haddock  
 On the Western Line: the construction and communications of Central 

Queensland’s cultural identity through tourism monuments and icons - 
Elizabeth Huf  

 Outdoor recreation in rural New South Wales: constraints, opportunities 
and policy development - J.M. Jenkins  

 Trainee skydiving: the importance of motivations to safety - Neil 
Lipscombe  

 Resource values and decision-making: the lessons from Paparoa National 
Park - Bruce Rendall  

 Planning for life after death - Martin Wrigley and Helen Lloyd  

Professionalism, employment and volunteers 

 The attitudes and lobbying behaviour of members of professional 
associations - Christopher Auld & Barry Bell  

 Diversional therapy: employment opportunities - Joyce Cribb  



 Organisational commitment: the retention of volunteers in sport - Graham 
Cuskelly  

 Employment characteristics in the Australian leisure industry - Tracy 
Taylor and Paul Jonson  

Public policy, research and practice 

 Tourism policy in federal systems: comparisons between Australia and 
Canada - C. Michael Hall & John M. Jenkins  

 Physical activity for health - new guidelines and consequences for 
programmers - Jenny Ross  

Events 

 Urban Imaging strategies and hallmark events: an examination of the 
Sydney 2000 Olympics and the Melbourne Formula One Grand Prix - C. 
Michael Hall  

 The legacy of Lillehammer - Norman McIntyre  

Papers presented but not included in the published proceedings 

Leisure patterns 

 The Social characteristics of leisure: visiting friends and relatives - Chris 
Wainwright  

Outdoor recreation patterns 

 Educational tourism and authenticity: perception as reality - Jillian Litster  

Women and leisure 

 ‘Ephemeral leisure’: the leisure experience you are having when you are 
not having a leisure experience - Beverley Simmons  

Leisure and tourism research/methods 

 What's the story? The use of storytelling in research - Jim Denison  
 Photography: students' discovery of a lived experience - Beverley 

Simmons  

Cultural perspectives of tourism, leisure, sport and the arts 

 Waving the flag: athlete Cathy Freeman's politicised identity - Lee-Anne 
Hall  

 Beyond pleasure: the extra weight of culture in leisure within Aboriginal 
Communities - Rob Lynch  

 ‘To Have a go or not?’: nostalgia in the South Pacific - Pirkko Markula  
 The education of Maori in tourism - Helen McGregor  



 Assessing and managing the socio-cultural impacts of ecotourism: 
revisiting the Santa Elena Rainforest Project - Stephen Wearing and Libby 
Larson  

Historical perspectives on leisure, tourism and sport 

 The Erskine House pigsty was a disgrace: the development of lorne in the 
late - nineteenth and early twentieth centuries - Lesley Abell  

Leisure, work and families 

 Dual-career families and leisure: a report on research in progress - Harvey 
Perkins and Bob Gidlow  

Curriculum 

 Applicability of the NAPE/NASSM standards in a New Zealand context - 
Robert Sparks  

Electronic networks 

 Using the Leisurenet connection: introduction and special features - Denis 
Coleman  

 Developing the Leisurenet connection: a workshop - Denis Coleman  

Leisure practice 

 Immoral bodies, immoral recreation? The case of Reef Beach, Sydney - 
Douglas Booth  

 Connecting the Academic With the Economic - John Horobin  
 ‘Enjoyment' is worth $5,000.’ - Paul L Jonson  
 Planning for community facilities - developing a tool for decision-making - 

Erica Law  
 Benefits as a planning tool - Rick Mansell  
 An importance-performance approach to evaluating internal customer 

satisfaction - Edouard V. Novatorov  
 The play repertoire and playfulness of abused children - Chris Wainwright  

Ageing and Leisure 

 Community involvement among elders: a leisure challenge - Leon Earle 
and Tony Earle  

 Starting on Monday: a challenge for the ageing sedentary adult - Bevan C. 
Grant  

Outdoor recreation, parks, and open spaces 

 Bold new directions? Strategic planning for visitor use of New Zealand's 
park system - Neville C Jones  



Public policy, research and practice 

 Recreation and tourism research in action - Kay Booth  
 Whatever happened to ‘recreation’? The Sport, Fitness and Leisure 

Amendment Act 1992. - Bob Gidlow, Harvey Perkins and Grant Cushman  
 Practitioner-academic interaction - Rick Mansell  
 From theory to strategy: the application of leisure forecasting models and 

the recreation benefit index to local authority recreation strategy 
development - Michael Volkerling  
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